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Nowadays, almost everybody has already dreamed to travel in the time and space, 

today through “Crazy Trip Machine” it is at last feasible. It is the new product, which we are 

going to introduce you. First of all, we shall expose you materials used for the functioning of 

the machine and their connections. Then, we shall explain you the process, which allows to 

teleport. 

 

Firstly, we need a certain number of tools enable for us to operate the machine. This 

tools are : two chairs, two colanders and forks, two pipes cleaner, a cleaner with a clean bag, a 

washing machine, a microwave oven, an object representative of the time or the place we 

want to go, a computer, a tube in PVC, a balloon inflated with helium. We shall explain you 

the usefulness of this elements. The journey is generally made for two persons so the 

travelling is more pleasant. We also need an assistant, without him the travel is not realizable. 

 

First of all, let us explain you how you have to use and connect all these machines and 

objects. 

Basically, each brave traveller seat on a chair and wear a colander on their heads with 

two forks fixed on it. The two forks permit the inversion of the magnetic field, which is 

necessary and essential for the teleportation. Then, pipe cleaner is linked with the colander 

and allows create the connection between the cleaner and us. When the cleaner is connected 

to the electric current and is powered, it would be capable of sucking up us. Actually, we are 

transformed on an enormous amount of marbles while the cleaner sucks up. You must 

probably think that it’s rubbish! But in reality this mysterious transformation is possible 

thanks to this complicated assembly between the cleaner, the colander, the forks and the 

electric current. Consequently, after the sucking up, all our body is on the clean bag in the 

form of marble.  

 

Afterwards look into the second part of the installation. 

 

The washing machine is connected with a pipe in PVC with a diameter of 15 cm at the 

end of which is fastened a tremendous balloon helium-filled. The assistant puts the bag of the 

cleaner containing marbles into the washing machine. The washing machine is settled to 

maximal power in order to the number of turns of the drum per second is sufficient to propel 

the bag in the tube in PVC and after in the balloon. The balloon enables the teleportation 

thanks to helium, it is him who will send marbles in the time and the space chosen by the 
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travellers. Then it will allow the transformation of marbles in human persons. Furthermore, 

the washing machine has also for function to settle the duration of the journey, you should not 

make a mistake because the travellers will return only when the time will be sold. 

 

            Finally, in the microwave oven we drop off one or several objects representative of the 

place and if it’s necessary the time where the travellers whish to go. For instance, a pyramid if 

we want to go in Egypt and a Pharaoh if we want to go in Egypt in past. Owing to the 

microwave oven we can also choose if we want to travel in the time, in the past or the two 

together. The microwave oven and the washing machine are connected with the computer via 

a cable USB. On the computer, there is software, which allows to re-transform the passengers 

and send them to the place and the time which they chose. When objects are in the microwave 

oven, the bag is in the balloon and connections are correct; the assistant push button « send » 

and the journey began! 

 

In this last part, we would like to compare our fabulous machine with an advert. This 

is an advert from an airline company. So we can compare our machine and the mean of 

transport present in the ad.  

To begin we can describe quickly the picture of the advert. We can see a wing of 

airplane in the sky.  Next to the wing, there is an inscription. There is the name of the airline 

company, and the announcement that there is an offer on the price of flights: flights from 48 

euros. 

Both enable people to travel around the world, but in contrast with the airplane, you 

can travel in the past too with the “Crazy Trip Machine”. 

Contrary to a trip with an airplane, a journey thanks to the machine doesn’t cost lot of 

money. We can see on the ad that there are flights from 48 euros, but the trip with the 

machine is cheaper if you have all the equipment at home.  Moreover, you can travel from 

your home. Whereas you have to go on an airport to take a plane.  

And the “Crazy Trip Machine” is a more ecological mean of transport than the plane. 

This machine doesn’t pollute the atmosphere contrary to a plane. And at last, you can travel 

alone with the machine by contrast with the airplane. As soon as you succeed to connect all 

the equipment and create the machine, you can make a trip. While you need inevitably a 

professional airplane pilot with you if you want flight to a country.  

So you see by your own eyes that the “Crazy Trip Machine” is a best machine of all time!   


